Homework for Math 494, Spring, 2006.

While working on the hand-in homework you are welcome to ask me for help, ask your friends for help, or figure out how to work the problems with your friends. The paper you hand in, though, should be composed by you alone. Copying or almost copying someone else’s paper, in whole or in part, or handing in two or more copies of a jointly written paper, is not acceptable.

Papers are due in class on the due date. Late papers will be accepted only in cases of illness or other extraordinary circumstance, or with my prior approval. Approval will be granted only when I think there is good reason.

In addition to the hand-in problems you should work sufficiently many more problems for yourself. The homework handouts will usually contain a recommended selection from the text. This selection will be somewhat arbitrary; sometimes problems not selected will be equally useful. I will also occasionally pose "Practice Problems".